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SIZE

16"
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24" Blocks

LW
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Avg.of6

51.6

24"

LW

Average lightweight
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RATE CHANGE

93.1

+39.0
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3. Size & Weight
SIZE TYPE

vs.16" Blocks
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Factor:

TYPE
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BLK/HR.

76.9

86.5

41.6
Combined:

+14.9

24'1Lightweight vs.16'1 Heavyweight

COURSES SECJUNIT BLK/HR. RATE(so. FT/HR) RATECHANGE

Avg.of6

43.5

unit density is 931bs/ cf .Average

82.8
heavyweight

110.4
unit density is 130 Ibs/ cf

+64.9

ceived to be one of the most labor
intensive aspects of construction
today Since masonry units (blocks)
must be handled
and placed one-byone, increased
mason productivity
is the key to effective management of
masonry construction. In tests conducted both in the field and at the
National Concrete Masonry Association Research and Development
Laborator){ it has been dramatically
shown that the size and weight of
masonry units are primary factors influencing the speed at which blocks
can be laid.
The test results confirm that lightweight block made with expanded
shale, clay or slate aggregate significantly increased mason productivity
over heavyweight units, especially
when 24" units were used. These
facts alone make lightweight block
walls cost competitive with any other
wall system. But consider ing the reduced structural
loading, better fire rating,
greater strength, and
much better thermal insulating and sound absorbing properties, lightweight
concrete blocks are more
than cost competitive.
They are cost effective.
The productivity gained
with 81'x81'x16" (standard
size) lightweight block is
represented by the "Field
Test" graph. Although pro-

(om"'.'.'.
"Using lightweight block, rather than
heavyweight, has increased our production and quality of work, as well as created a better attitude and higher morale
among our masonry crews. We also
have less breakage with lightweight:'
DannyA. Batten,President
ConsolidatedMasonrySystems,Inc.
Garne~NorthCarolina

shown. Productivity
increased 14.9% with

16"Iightweight units, and 18.6%
with 24"Iightweight units as compared to heavyweight units of the
same sizes.
The test firmly establishes that
masonry units of lighter weight and
greater length dramatically increase
mason productivit)(Table 3 (Size &
Weight Factor) compares the use of
heavyweight16" units to lightweight
2411units over the same time period.
The result is an amazing 64.9%
increase in productivit)(
Although not specifically identified
in the test, it is logical to believe that
the use of lightweight units reduces
the long term fatigue experienced by
masons during the life of a job. This
should resu~ in even greater increases
in productivity and improved mason
morale.
In short, the use of expanded shale
clay or slate lightweight masonry un[s
is better business 100% of the time.
Construction with the speed of
light. It's the smart way to conquer
time and space.

'.:4sstructural engineers for Wal-Mart
Corporation it is our responsibility to
help choose construction systems that
are no compromise to quality or safety:
and which lend themselves to rapid and
economical construction. Concrete
masonry units are attractive, economical, and provide fire safety: longevity:
and lower insurance rates. Theyalso
have the structural capacity to carry
gravity: wind and earthquake loads
without backup support.
"We specify lightweight concrete
masonry units for all Wal-Mart stores
because masons may handle many
more units per day without fatigue.
Lightweight units weigh about 1/3less
than heavyweight units, so productivity
is naturally increased. Maximum
productivity is an advantage that we
desire in each store built:'
TomWallace,P:E.
WallaceEngineering
StructuralConsultantsInc.
Tulsa,Oklahoma
"With BxBx16 inch lightweight masonry
units we can see at least a 15%
increase in mason productivit}( With
12xBx16 inch lightweight units the
increase is more like 35-40%. Time is
money: and lightweight saves both:'
BillMerillat
JayhawkMasonry
Topeka,Kansas
For more information about the
advantages of lightweight concrete
masonry. or the tests referenced in
this brochure, contact your local
producer of Expanded Shale, Clay
or Slate lightweight aggregate.

UNITED

CANADA

STATES

Cindercrete
Products Limited
Regina, Saskatchewan

Arkansas Lightweight
Corporation
West Memphis, Arkansas

(306)789-2636

(501)735-7932

Consolidated
Concrete
Calgary: Alberta

Big River Industries, Inc.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Limited

(403)259-3559

(504)627-4242
Buildex, Inc.
Ottawa, Kansas

Consolidated
Concrete Limited
Edmonton, Alberta

(913)242-2177

(403)459-8757

Carolina Stalite Company
Salisbu~ North Carolina

Kildonan Concrete Limited
Winnipeg, Manitoba

(704)637-1515

(204)233-5666

Chandler Materials Company
Tulsa, Oklahoma
(918) 836-9151

EUROPE

Hydraulic

Norcem Bygg A/S (Norsk-Leca)
Aker ExClay A.S.
Oslo, Norway

Press Brick Company
St. Louis, Missouri
(314)621-9306

Lehigh

Portland

Cement

Fratelli Buzzi S.p.A.
Corso Giovana, Italy

Company

Allentown, Pennsylvania
(215)776-2600

Gralex S.A.
Brussels, Belgium

Norlite Corporation
Cohoes, New York

Lias Franken-LIAPOR
Pautzfeld & Tuningen,West Germany

(508)582-9931
Pacific

Lightweight
Products
Glendale, California

Co.

S.M.A. E. Societa Meridionale Argille
Espanse S.p.A.
Roma, Italy

(818)240-5160
Port Costa Materials, Inc.
Port Costa, California
(415) 228-7266

JAPAN
Solite Corporation
Richmond, Virginia

Nihon

(804)321-6761
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